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PERFORMANCES 2022
EQUITIES
MSCI World

-23.1%

S&P 500

-22.9%

Nasdaq

-31.0%

Stoxx 600

-17.3%

SPI

-18.1%

Nikkei

-10.8%

China

-12.1%

Emerging

-18.5%

BONDS
CHF Corp

-7.9%

US Govt

-10.3%

US Corp

-14.9%

US HY

-13.1%

EUR Gvt

-15.5%

EUR Corp

-13.1%

EUR HY

-11.8%

“ Watchu Thinkin’ ? “
Got more than enough for you, yeah
Over and over and over again, well
Over and over until it sends ”
Red Hot Chili Peppers 2022

The market is doing Fed’s job
That's an understatement, the Fed is way behind / ¨far behind the curve¨. The
markets have violently consecrated it these last weeks: spiking yields, stock
market correction, etc. Financial conditions, a composite indicator widely
followed by professionals, attests to this. It left since the beginning of the year
the zone of extreme flexibility at 97 to return, very recently, in neutral zone, that
is to say at the level of 100. This is a major reversal. In short, the prodigious and
unprecedented easing of monetary policy during the Covid crisis has been
erased in a few months. To return to a certain neutrality, i.e. the level of 100.
US financial conditions index (GS)

CURRENCIES
USD index

+9.1%

EURUSD

-7.4%

EURCHF

-2.0%

USDCHF

+5.9%

USDJPY

+17.3%

EM FX

-1.8%

COMMODITIES
Gold

+0.7%

Silver

-6.9%

Brent

+46.2%

Copper

-10.2%

CRB index

+33.0%

Source: Bloomberg

In his most recent press conference, the US Federal Reserve boss implicitly stated
that he is de facto monitoring these financial conditions. We are therefore in the
very particular situation where the Fed is hastily and precipitously settling on the
neutral level that the markets are defining. There is every chance that its next rate
hike in July - by 75 basis points - will allow additional catching up with the
market.
For sure, macro risks increased lately. The odds of a nasty slowdown turning into
a recession - even in the US - have now become dominant across economists
and investors. This should in principle be a source of comfort for the near future.
Indeed, when a consensus is that strong, this is most of the times a good period
to take a contrarian view!
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approach of the US mid-term elections, during which the
Fed abhors aggressive monetary policy.

Source: BofA Global Fund Manager Survey

Macro consensus is now extremely bearish
Financial conditions have already returned to neutral
The Fed is catching-up and thereby restoring some of its
credibility

Where do we go from here?
Soft / ¨softish¨ landing or recession? The line between the
two is very thin to say the least. It seems hard to figure
out which outcome will ultimately prevail, as the
parameters of influence are multiple and partly
unfathomable, like namely the geopolitics / war in
Ukraine. But beyond this question, we are of the opinion
that neither the US, nor Europe could afford a too quick
comeback of positive real interest rates in the context of
their sky-high debt burden. Practically, both will have to
find a way to mitigate the rise of nominal rates, while
favor a decline of inflation. As a base scenario, this will be
a squaring of the circle. Particularly if it is a question of
using only conventional monetary policy tools, which is
intended to take the path of a certain normalization. A
recession would probably unfold.

That is why we expect an alternative scenario whereby
new – and exceptional – measures to be put in place by
the end of the summer. This would coincide with the

It would make even more sense if the economy were to
seriously weaken and/or inflation were to visibly slow down
by then. Fed fund rates would, at least temporarily, stabilize
a pivotal level of 3% at this juncture. It would allow for a
soft landing to unfold. Needless to say that such a scenario
would only be possible if, and only if, a visible deceleration
of inflation is underway.
Next three months will be crucial for macro and markets
•
Signs of investors’ elevated fear / ¨capitulation¨ are
emerging, paving the way for a pause / relief for
financial markets
•
Still, we consider premature to raise risks in portfolios.
Therefore, we remain cautious / defensive both in
terms of asset allocation and quality of underlying
investments

Fixed income. Serious Fed
After implementing the first 50bps increase in 22 years in
May, the Fed has followed up with the first 75bps hike since
1994. It tries to dampen inflation pressures with greater
vigor. Markets have been moving in that direction since the
May inflation data and the jump in the University of
Michigan inflation expectations report. The Fed policy
tightening will stay intense. The “dots” predicts a year-end
Fed Funds rate at 3.4% (vs. 1.9% in March), at 3.8% in 2023
(vs. 2.8%), at 3.4% in 2024 (2.8%) and long run at 2.5% (vs.
2.4%). Even the “dove” members have a year-end Fed
Funds rate above 3.0%. This implies additional 175bps of
tightening.
FOMC Dots

This aggressive stance comes at the expense of growth.
The Fed has revised down its 2022 GDP growth to 1.7%
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from 2.8% and 2023 to 1.7% from 2.2%. Inflation is not
expected to get down to 2.0% before 2025. To get
inflation lower quickly the supply side capacity needs to
better balance with demand. The geopolitical backdrop,
Covid containment measures in China and the lack of
worker in the US are not going to disappear soon.
Consequently, inflation will only slowly decelerate.

illustrates by the Philly Fed index is pointing for an ISM
below the 50 shortly.
US manufacturing indices are
approaching contraction level

Source: Bloomberg

Until the July FOMC meeting there will be few data. The
job report should remain good, and inflation elevated.
So, the Fed could consider another 75bps hike in July as
acknowledged by Powell. This is close to the market
pricing and would be the most aggressive tightening
path since 1988. Going faster and deeper into restrictive
territory implies a greater risk of a hard landing.
Mortgage rates have already jumped to pre-Global
Financial Crisis level at 6%, hourly earnings growth is
softening, and consumer and managers sentiments have
already slipped.
Since March, the US 10-year Treasury yield move - from
below 2.0% to 3.5% - has come entirely from higher real
yields. Market inflation expectations have been steady-to
-falling, even in the wake of elevated inflation data. This
ongoing rise in the real yields takes pressure away from
the Fed.
Later the Fed could reverse course once it is convinced
inflation is moving lower. This will not materialize shortly.
Over the past 50 years, the average length of time
between the last rate hike and the first cut was only 7
months. When inflation was more volatile/higher in 19701990 period, it was only 3 months. Furthermore, since 70s
every time the ISM manufacturing has hit 50, the Fed has
paused or cut. The current manufacturing dynamic

•

The US 30-year yield took out the 2018 closing high to
powerfully reverse by 25bps. This illustrates a
capitulation and marks an important trend reversal

•

Dispersion amongst FOMC members is narrowing. Fed
tightening path is well priced in

•

Risks are heightening for a subsequent slowdown, and
rate cuts in 2023. The full curve should maintain a
flattening bias. Long-end yields are close to a top

Fixed income. European fragmentation
The SNB took the lead by surprisingly raising rates by
50bps to counter inflationary pressures which reached their
highest level since 2008 at 2.9%. After years of fighting
deflation, inflation is now too high and the SNB has
decided to act quickly. This rapid shift is also explained by a
mindset change. After being seen as overvalued for years,
the CHF is no longer seen as highly valued. By raising rates
before the ECB, the SNB indicates that a stronger CHF is no
longer a problem. It is possible because the strong CHF has
allowed inflation to be more moderate than in Europe.
Furthermore, Chairman Jordan indicated that the SNB
remains ready to intervene in the FX market, in both ways:
either by buying currencies as done for years, or by selling
if the CHF weakening is too large. Over the past decade,
the central bank has accumulated CHF800bn in FX reserves.
The specter of the SNB selling some of its reserves, and so
of its foreign bonds, is coming. It holds 37% in EUR and
39% in USD. Given the current stress, euro government
bonds should be the most impacted. The average SNB
bond holdings maturity is below 5 years. Most of the
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foreign holdings (96%) are AAA to A rated. However,
these less than 300bn of European government bonds
are a fraction of the market. To compare, the ECB
balance sheet size is approaching the 9’000bn.
On the opposite, despite the ECB held an emergency
meeting only 6 days after its regular one in response to
higher Italian bond yields, it did not act. The meeting
outcome was a pledge to use the flexibility in the
Pandemic Emergency Purchases Program reinvestments
as an anti-fragmentation tool. The idea should be to
reinvest maturing German bonds amounts into Italian
bonds.

Bloomberg Commodities Index and its main constituents

Source: Bloomberg

Volatility will stay until the ECB really intervenes. The antifragmentation tool is likely to be revealed at the next
meeting on July 21st. Italian yields are already well
discounting the risks and the ECB has sizeable room of
maneuver.
Even worst in this context. The Bank of Japan diverged
further from global peers as it was maintaining its ultraeasy monetary stance. The JPY will stay the big looser as
long as the BoJ does not move.
•
The surprise SNB hike and potential for FX
intervention add to the upside pressures to European
yields
•
ECB has plenty of good intentions and ammunitions
but lack of coordination. Italian bonds are attractive

Commodities. A cyclical pause in the Supercycle
The recession is more threatening and China is in a
period of weak growth, with a suffering real estate sector.
Chinese problems, Covid confinements and real estate,
weigh on the demand for industrial metals. Since the
beginning of the severe confinements in China and
Shanghai in particular, in March 2022, the prices of
industrial metals have corrected sharply with -35% for
aluminum, -48% for nickel, -21% for zinc and - 17% for
copper.
Last Friday, oil prices fell: the widespread movement of
restrictive monetary policies, to fight inflation, raised
fears of a recession and a destruction of demand.
In agricultural products, the price of wheat increased by
35%, the product most affected by the war, while other
products experienced a more moderate increase such as
corn with +20%, soybeans +8% and rice +6%.

The Russian gas tap for Europe is gradually cutting off.
Russia wants to punish Europe for the sanctions it is facing
and the death of Nord Stream 2. Russia has already
stopped its gas exports to Poland, Bulgaria, the
Netherlands, Denmark and Finland. Russia demands
payment in rubles, which European countries refuse. Last
week, Engie, ENI, Uniper, OMV announced volumes
received down 25% to 60%. France announced on Friday
evening that it had not received Russian gas since
Wednesday June 15.
Russia wants to force the Europeans to dip into their
reserves before the winter season. Data from Gas
Infrastructure Europe reports that last week gas inventories
fell for the first time since mid-April, pushing prices higher.
France and Germany indicate that their reserves are at
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56%. This reduction in Russian exports coincides with an
accident at a Freeport LNG export terminal in Texas,
another crucial source of European gas supply; Europe
has sharply increased its LNG imports, mainly from the
United States; its terminals are close to their technical
maximum, but the installation of new capacities is
accelerating.

Stopping Russian gas exports will accelerate the energy
transition in Europe and completely change the global
energy market. In the short term, it increases the risk of
severe recession in Europe.
The rating agency Moody's reports that the overall risk on
Asian debt has increased, particularly due to Chinese
property developers. The share of the most speculative
debt B3- and lower hit a record high of 30.5% in May,
compared to 27.3% during the financial crisis (May 2009). A
year ago, 3 real estate developers were included in this
segment compared to 24 today.
It is not clear whether this indicator announces an
imminent financial crisis, but it is certain that Chinese real
estate is not at its best and therefore the outlook for
industrial metals is rather poor. We recall that the weight of
the demand from the Chinese real estate in the global
demand was, before the pandemic, 30% for zinc, 25% for
copper, 25% for steel/iron and 20% for aluminum.
However, the demand for industrial metals for the energy
transition could offset (difficult to say how much) the drop
in Chinese demand.

Source: Eurostat, US Energy Information Administration

In Europe, we must therefore expect rationing
consumption of oil and gas, and therefore a drop in
demand and prices eventually. Two months ago, the
International Energy Agency gave 10 recommendations
to save oil and gas, and replenish stocks for next winter.

In agriculture, the UN is concerned about a food crisis due
to disruptions in the supply chain mainly due to the war in
Ukraine, rising energy costs, food protectionism to prevent
social crises, rising fertilizer prices, affecting crop yields, and
those of animal feed (cows, sheep, etc.) and the impacts of
climate change (heat, floods). According to the FAO (UN),
rice could be the next agricultural product to see its price
increase; its production is largely in Asia.

Source: World Economic Forum

After wheat and sugar, India could reduce its rice exports
to ensure its food security.
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In 20 years, the global index of food
products has more than doubled

According to SIPRI, overall military spending increased by
0.7% in 2021 to $2,113 billion. The US, China, India, UK and
Russia accounted for 62% of this spending.

•

The upside momentum in the global commodity
index has been weaker since March due to
expectations of demand destruction from a recession

•

In Europe, possible energy rationing will ease prices
and increase the risk of recession

•

Industrial metals suffer from the Chinese economic
situation

•

Agricultural prices may be the only segment to have
prices continuing to rise

•

We keep Cheniere Energy (LNG)

Defense sector.
especially Europe

Westerners

were

wrong,

Source: SIPRI

Also according to SIPRI, nuclear armament will resume its
growth in this decade.

Before the Russian invasion of Ukraine, considered
unthinkable, like the idea of a war in Europe, the West
was counting on a technological war with a mixture of
cyber-attacks and remotely controlled drones. A modern
war in fact. The Europeans thought that a 14-18 and 3945 style war was no longer possible. The Russians
demonstrate the opposite, with the importance of
artillery, tanks, conventional weapons and heavy
equipment on the ground.
Westerners are providing substantial aid to Ukraine, but
they are beginning to worry about the reduction in their
stocks. The French army would have missiles and other
bombs for 2 months of war with the intensity of that led
by Russia. No more. The US military is said to have
reduced its stockpile of portable Javelin anti-tank
missiles, donated to the Ukrainian army, by a third; it
would take a year to rebuild this stock. In short, Western
armies were at a minimum in terms of stocks. The
Russian invasion and fears of a Chinese attack on Taiwan
accelerated the rearmament of armies, especially
European ones.

Source: SIPRI

The German Rheinmetall, known for its rolling stock, tanks,
armored vehicles, and ammunition, announces that sales
will increase by at least 20% per year over several years
thanks to the large orders that are coming in. Other
defense companies are increasing their orders.
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The stock prices of arms companies rose sharply at the
Russian invasion, then they consolidated, without
correcting either. The main reason: many investors,
banks, funds, private, cannot or do not want to invest in
defense for ethical or ESG reasons. But this situation
could change and allow investors to buy the defense
sector without constraints. A reflection is open on the
entry of the defense sector into the ESG environment
with the main argument "the safety of citizens". Defense
companies are asking to freely enter into the financial
markets (debt and equity) in order to be able to finance
their extraordinary growth over the next few years.
Formerly very restrictive, German banks are once again
financing defense. Swedish investment funds begin to
buy defense stocks.
When they can, investors should massively return to the
defense sector which absolutely must finance its growth.
Politicians and the financial market will relax, or even
remove, these constraints, which we believe are now
absurd.
•
Investment constraints will ease or disappear, we
think
•
Stocks: Rheinmetall, Leonardo, Lockheed Martin,
Northrop Grumman, Dassault Aviation
•
Mixed companies: Boeing, Airbus
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Contact for Switzerland
Rue François-Bonivard 12  1201 Genève
t +41 22 906 81 81

Contact for Luxembourg
2A rue Jean Origer  L-2269 Luxembourg
t +352 262 532 0
info@bcblux.lu  www.bcblux.lu

Chemin du Midi 8  1260 Nyon
t +41 22 906 81 50

Contact for Monaco

Rue du Centre Sportif 22  1936 Verbier

11 avenue de la Costa  98000 Monaco
t +377 92 00 25 00

Schauplatzgasse 9  3011 Berne
t +41 58 404 29 41

contact@pleion.mc  www.pleion.mc

Rue Pré-Fleuri 5  1950 Sion
t +41 27 329 00 30

Seidengasse 13  8001 Zurich
t +41 43 322 15 80
info@pleion.ch  www.pleion.ch

Contact for Mauritius
Suite 301  Grand Baie Business Quarter
Chemin Vingt Pieds  Grand Bay 30529
Republic of Mauritius
t +230 263 46 46
info@pleion.mu  www.pleion.mu
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